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Solving IT complexities with simplicity...



ABOUT COMPANY

JOIN US

At InfoSec IT India, we are more than a software
company; we are architects of digital security,
pioneers of innovation, and guardians of your digital
assets. Headquartered in the vibrant tech landscape of
India, we embark on a mission to empower businesses
globally through robust information security solutions.

Join us on this transformative journey, where
InfoSec IT India becomes not just a partner but
a reliable guardian, empowering businesses to
navigate the digital landscape with
confidence and success. Welcome to a secure
future, welcome to InfoSec IT India.

THE TRANSFORMATIE JOURNEY



WEB, APP, DATA SERVICES

DATA SERVICES

1 2 3 4
MOBILE APP

DEVELOPMENT
WEB DESIGN

DEVELOPMENT
EMERGING

TECHNOLOGY
As mobile app

development service
provider committed to

bringing your ideas to life
through innovative and

user-friendly applications.

As a website development
service provider dedicated
to creating responsive and
visually stunning websites
that meet your business
objectives and engage

your audience.

Business growth is fueled
by incorporating new and
emerging technologies in

business processes.

As a reliable data service
provider, we offer

customized solutions that
fit your unique

requirements and deliver
actionable insights.



SERVICES, QA, SECURITY &
CLOUDS

VULNERABILITY
ASSESSMENTS AND

PENETRATION TESTING
ENDPOINT SECURITY
SOLUTIONS

INCIDENT RESPONSE
AND FORENSICS

CLOUD SECURITY
SERVICES



ENDPOINT SECURITY
SOLUTIONS

At InfoSec IT India, we stand as a beacon of security in the
dynamic digital landscape, offering state-of-the-art
Endpoint Security Solutions meticulously crafted to fortify
your organization's defenses. Recognizing the critical
importance of securing endpoints, we bring forth a
comprehensive suite of security measures designed to
ensure the utmost safety and integrity of your digital
assets.
Our Endpoint Security Solutions go beyond traditional
measures, leveraging cutting-edge technologies and
proactive strategies to address the ever-evolving
landscape of cyber threats. With an unwavering
commitment to excellence, we provide advanced threat
detection capabilities, real-time response mechanisms,
and a layered defense approach that encapsulates the
full spectrum of endpoint security.



QA, SECURITY & CLOUDS

IDENTITY AND ACCESS
MANAGEMENT (IAM)

SECURITY AWARENESS
TRAINING

DATA ENCRYPTION
SERVICES

NETWORK SECURITY
SOLUTIONS



EXPANDED ARRAY OF
SERVICES WE PROVIDE

MARKETING LEAD
GENERATION

EMERGING 
TECHNOLOGY

MAINTENANCE &
MORE.

We propose feasible & practical plans
for successfully transform businesses
based on their needs.

Business growth is fueled by
incorporating new and emerging
technologies in business processes.

Enhancing the strength and security
of firewalls to protect online data from
malicious sources.



DATA
SERVICES
Whether you are looking to optimize data storage, implement
scalable solutions, or extract meaningful insights from your
datasets, InfoSec IT India is your trusted partner. We go beyond
mere data management, providing innovative solutions that
empower organizations to thrive in the digital era while
maintaining the highest standards of security and compliance.
Partner with us to unlock the full potential of your data assets
and drive your business towards unparalleled success.

100%SOLUTION



INFOSEC IT INDIA: YOUR TRUSTED
PARTNER IN DATA SECURITY

InfoSec IT India is a leading IT digital company specializing in secure and tailored Data Services. Our offerings
include cutting-edge data storage, processing, and analytics solutions, prioritizing information security and

compliance. With a focus on confidentiality and integrity, we empower businesses to optimize data management,
make informed decisions, and stay competitive in the digital landscape. Partner with us to harness the full potential

of your data assets while ensuring the highest standards of security.

SECURE DATA
MANAGEMENT

SOLUTIONS

DATA SERVICES
FOR BUSINESS

SUCCESS
DATA STORAGE

AND PROCESSING

COMPREHENSIVE
DATA ANALYTICS

FOR INFORMED
DECISION-MAKING

PROACTIVE
SECURITY



CYBER SECURITY SERVICES

(VA & PT) (ISMS)

(OS INT) (IAM)



SECURING SUCCESS: OUR SPECIALIZED
CYBERSECURITY SERVICES

VA & PT Services: Elevate your cybersecurity with our
thorough Vulnerability Assessment (VA) and
Penetration Testing (PT) services, fortifying your
systems against potential threats.

1.

ISMS Solutions: Secure your information with our
Information Security Management System (ISMS)
solutions, ensuring compliance, risk assessment, and
continuous improvement.

2.

OSINT Expertise: Leverage our Open-Source
Intelligence (OSINT) services for actionable insights,
enhancing decision-making and situational
awareness.

3.

IAM Solutions: Strengthen security with our Identity and
Access Management (IAM) solutions, streamlining
user access and mitigating risks associated with
unauthorized access.

4.



CONTINUOUS
MONITORING

SECURITY
GOVERNANCE

RISK
MANAGEMENT

INFRASTRUCTURE
MANAGEMENTIAM

TRIUMPH IN TECHNOLOGY: TAILORED
SERVICES WITH QA, SECURITY, AND
CLOUD EXPERTISE
Explore a comprehensive spectrum of services
encompassing Quality Assurance (QA), robust Security
measures, and cutting-edge Cloud solutions. Our
integrated approach ensures a seamless and secure
experience, guaranteeing the highest standards in service
delivery, quality assurance, and cloud-based innovation."

Dive into a world of excellence with our diverse range of
services, where Quality Assurance (QA) meets top-notch
Security practices and the limitless potential of Cloud
solutions. We meticulously craft seamless experiences,
ensuring not only the highest standards in service delivery
but also robust security protocols and the transformative
power of cloud-based innovations. Trust us to elevate
your operations with a trifecta of reliability, resilience, and
cutting-edge technology."



USER-FRIENDLY APPLICATION
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES FOR
SEAMLESS FUNCTIONALITY

Crafting Intuitive and User-Friendly Applications Our
expertise lies in developing applications that not only
function effectively but also provide an intuitive and
user-friendly experience.

1.

Efficient Application Development with User-Centric
Design Elevate your user experience with our
application development services, focused on
creating intuitive and efficient solutions tailored to
user needs.

2.

Seamless Application Functionality for Enhanced
User Satisfaction Rely on our skills to build
applications that not only meet your functional
requirements but also ensure a seamless experience
for users, enhancing overall satisfaction.

3.



CONTACT US

Got questions or inquiries? We're here to help! Feel
free to reach out to us through the contact
information provided below. 
Connect with us, and let's start a conversation!

+91 90041 56159
info@infosecitindia.com

www.infosecitindia.com
Office No.212, 2nd Floor, LMS Finswell Wing A,
Survey No. 208/1A, Near Bajaj Finserv
Corporate Office, Sakore Nagar, Pune-411014



THANK
YOU!

WWW.INFOSECITINDIA.COM

INFOSEC IT INDIA
PVT LTD


